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ABSTRACT 
 
Winda Laili Kurnia Rahman. 2017. A Descriptive Study on Teaching Learning 
Process of Reading of the Eighth Grade Students of Mts Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. Thesis. English Education, Islamic 
Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
Advisor  : Dr. H. Giyoto, M. Hum. 
Key Word : Descriptive Study, Teaching learning Reading, and Know 
Want Learn Method (KWL) 
The objectives of this research are (1) to describe the method of teaching learning 
process of reading comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017, (2) to describe the problem 
faced by the teacher and (3) to describe the solution of the problems faced by the 
teacher. 
This research was conducted from 17
th
 April until 3
rd
 May 2017 for the 
English Class in the MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. It was Descriptive 
qualitative research. The subjects of this research were the students of the reading 
class consisted of 30 students and a teacher. The data was collected from the 
observations, interviews, and documentations. This research used data triangulation 
to analyze the qualitative data, to examine the data from interview with the result of 
the observation, to examine the information with the document, and the last was to 
know the relation among the theories used in this research toward the data research. 
The result of this research is, first, that the teacher used KWL method. This 
method was more suitable in teaching Reading comprehension of the eighth grade 
students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. 
The students got more understandings of reading comprehension by using this 
method. Second, the problems faced by the teacher in English teaching at eighth 
grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. They were: the teacher difficulty in 
managing the students in the class and the student’s capability. Third, the solutions of 
the problem faced by the teacher in teaching learning process, to solve the problems 
stated above the teacher should walk around the class in order to make the students 
listen to the explanation seriously and the solution about the students’ capability, the 
problem was about the students’ capability is different each other. The teacher should 
had paid more attention to the slow learners’ and more often to ask them to answer 
the questions or to read the text in teaching learning process. 
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Winda Laili Kurnia Rahman. 2017. A Descriptive Study on Teaching Learning 
Process of Reading of the Eighth Grade Students of Mts Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. Thesis. English Education, Islamic 
Education and Teacher Training Faculty. 
Advisor  : Dr. H. Giyoto, M. Hum. 
Key Word : Descriptive Study, Teaching learning Reading, and Know 
Want Learn Method (KWL) 
The objectives of this research are (1) to describe the method of teaching learning 
process of reading comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017, (2) to describe the problem 
faced by the teacher and (3) to describe the solution of the problems faced by the 
teacher. 
This research was conducted from 17
th
 April until 3
rd
 May 2017 for the 
English Class in the MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. It was Descriptive 
qualitative research. The subjects of this research were the students of the reading 
class consisted of 30 students and a teacher. The data was collected from the 
observations, interviews, and documentations. This research used data triangulation 
to analyze the qualitative data, to examine the data from interview with the result of 
the observation, to examine the information with the document, and the last was to 
know the relation among the theories used in this research toward the data research. 
The result of this research is, first, that the teacher used KWL method. This 
method was more suitable in teaching Reading comprehension of the eighth grade 
students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. 
The students got more understandings of reading comprehension by using this 
method. Second, the problems faced by the teacher in English teaching at eighth 
grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. They were: the teacher difficulty in 
managing the students in the class and the student’s capability. Third, the solutions of 
the problem faced by the teacher in teaching learning process, to solve the problems 
stated above the teacher should walk around the class in order to make the students 
listen to the explanation seriously and the solution about the students’ capability, the 
problem was about the students’ capability is different each other. The teacher should 
had paid more attention to the slow learners’ and more often to ask them to answer 
the questions or to read the text in teaching learning process. 
 
 
 
ABSTRAK 
 
Winda Laili Kurnia Rahman. 2017. Studi Deskriptif Proses Belajar Mengajar 
Membaca Siswa Kelas VIII Mts Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo di Tahun Akademik 
2016/2017. Tesis. Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Pendidikan Islam dan Fakultas 
Keguruan. 
Penasihat  : Dr. H. Giyoto, M.Hum. 
Kata Kunci   : Studi Deskriptif, Pengajaran Membaca Pembelajaran, dan Metode 
Belajar Ingin Tahu (KWL) 
Tujuan dari penelitian ini adalah (1) mendeskripsikan metode proses belajar mengajar 
pemahaman bacaan siswa kelas delapan MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo pada 
Tahun Akademik 2016/2017, (2) untuk menggambarkan masalah yang dihadapi oleh 
guru dan (3) mendeskripsikan pemecahan masalah yang dihadapi guru. 
Penelitian ini dilakukan dari tanggal 17 April sampai 3 Mei 2017 untuk Kelas 
Bahasa Inggris di MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. Itu adalah penelitian 
kualitatif deskriptif. Subyek penelitian ini adalah siswa kelas bacaan terdiri dari 30 
siswa dan guru. Data dikumpulkan dari observasi, wawancara, dan dokumentasi. 
Penelitian ini menggunakan data triangulasi untuk menganalisis data kualitatif, untuk 
mengetahui data hasil wawancara dengan hasil observasi, untuk mengetahui 
informasi dengan dokumen, dan yang terakhir adalah untuk mengetahui hubungan 
antara teori yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini terhadap data. penelitian. 
Hasil penelitian ini adalah, pertama, bahwa guru menggunakan metode KWL. 
Metode ini lebih cocok dalam mengajarkan pemahaman bacaan siswa kelas delapan 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo pada Tahun Akademik 2016/2017. Para siswa 
mendapat lebih banyak pemahaman tentang pemahaman bacaan dengan 
menggunakan metode ini. Kedua, masalah yang dihadapi guru dalam pengajaran 
bahasa Inggris kelas delapan MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. Mereka adalah: 
kesulitan guru dalam mengelola siswa di kelas dan kemampuan siswa. Ketiga, solusi 
dari masalah yang dihadapi guru dalam proses belajar mengajar, untuk memecahkan 
masalah yang dinyatakan di atas guru harus berkeliling kelas agar siswa 
mendengarkan penjelasan secara serius dan solusinya tentang kemampuan siswa, 
Masalahnya adalah kemampuan siswa berbeda satu sama lain. Guru seharusnya lebih 
memperhatikan peserta didik yang lamban 'dan lebih sering meminta mereka untuk 
menjawab pertanyaan atau membaca teks dalam proses belajar mengajar. 
1 
CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Language is needed as means of communication that takes an 
important role. The people cannot be separated from language. They need it to 
express their opinions, emotion, and desire either in speaking or conversation 
or dialogue. Wardhaugh (1972: 3) stated that language is an arbitrary vocal 
symbol used for human communication. If we do not study the language it can 
be hard to understand what the speaker says. Therefore language is very 
important because people use language every day in their activity. There are 
many languages in this world, maybe each country has more than a language, 
one of them is English. In the world, English becomes the most important 
language. English is an international language.  
In Indonesia, English is the first foreign language which is taught 
officially from secondary high school till university level. Many states, 
nations, races, tribes, community, group and international organization use 
English to communicate with others. This phenomenon supports non-English 
native speakers to learn this language. They study English in school, college, 
courses, and other places. In fact learning English is better started from young 
age one because it can help them to get easier in mastering the language. 
Besides, Brumfit (1991:67) said that there are many similarities between 
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learning one’s mother tongue and learning a foreign language in spite of the 
differences being in age and the time available in achieving a purpose. In the 
modern life, English plays a very important role as a means of 
communication. For communication, a person must master vocabularies, 
structure, and pronunciation because vocabulary is a basic for reading, 
writing, speaking and listening. All of them become important. The students 
feel that English being difficult when they find the differences between 
mother tongue and foreign language, such as in grammar, phonology, 
vocabulary, pronunciation, etc. It is the roles of the teacher to make the 
students successful and feel easy when the students learn English. The teacher 
can choose the method and technique in orders to improve the student’s 
ability. 
In learning English, students are expected to be able to master all 
language skills of English; listening, speaking, reading and writing. It is based 
on the goal of teaching English. As the English learner, reading is one of the 
important skills which must be mastered by the students. English reading 
becomes an additional knowledge for them. However, English teachers often 
ignore the importance of reading learning in the classroom. Whereas, students 
need reading skill to get information from books, magazines, novels, essays, 
and internet, therefore the need for reading and taking out the information 
from various texts above seems be extremely important.  
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Reading is one of the language skills that important in teaching and 
learning process. Dalman (2013:5) defines that reading is the heart of 
education. Someone who often reads will have extensive knowledge. 
“Reading is an active process that consists of recognition and comprehension 
skills” (Patel & Jain, 2008: 113). When the students read some texts, they can 
recognize words in sentences which it helped them to understand the meaning 
of these words. Reading is an important and interesting activity, reading is the 
key to learn because by reading students can get more information widely and 
it can increase knowledge without going anywhere. 
Another hand, Klien in Dalman (2013:6) states that reading includes: 
first, reading is a process. It means that the information from the text or 
knowledge will be got by the reader if they competence to understand the 
meaning. Second, reading is a strategy. If the reader uses a various reading 
strategy which it is combined with competences of understanding meaning 
will help them in imagining the text being easier to understanding. Third, 
reading is interactive. The involvement of the reader with the text depends on 
the context of a book. Reading is a process of understanding the meaning of 
words. 
Kennedy (1981: 192) defined that reading comprehension is a thought 
process which reader aware an idea, understand an expert term, and interpret 
the relation between their own needs and purposes. Reading is not only 
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reading a text but also to understand the content of the text. The reader must 
know the information, message, or idea about the text.  
According to Nunan (2003:68), teaching reading usually has at least 
two aspects. Firstly who are learning to read for the very first time, secondly 
who already have read skills in their first language? Teaching reading is one 
of language skills learned in junior high school to understand and not only the 
content of it but also the pronunciation and intonation. Reading 
comprehension is fundamental for English foreign learner in observing new 
information and knowledge. Since many source books for the students 
especially for higher students are in English, they to be able to comprehend 
their book well. 
In Junior High School, English is taught to students which consist of 
speaking skill, listening skill, reading skill and writing skill. One of the Junior 
High School is MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. It is one of Junior High 
School in Central Java, especially in Grobogan. This school is a best school in 
Tawangharjo which include in 10 best schools in Grobogan and always be the 
winner in sub-district contest, such as: speech contest in three language 
(Indonesia, English, and Arabic), intelligent contest, and calligraphy contest. 
That school has thirty classes; each class consists of six classes. The students 
of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo also have appreciations, especially in 
English speech contest. Every year the students in MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo always pass 100%, it does not come without the teacher role in 
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teaching learning process. The best teaching method must be applied to reach 
the benefit. In this study, the researcher observes English teaching to the 
Eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic 
year 2016/2017. In MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo consists of female 
class and male class, the researcher choose a female class for the sample of 
the study especially VIII B. based on information of the English teacher in 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo, this class is a superior class which has 
smart students after the top five in one of this class. Mrs. Sri Utami is one of 
English teachers in Eighth-grade students in MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo. In the teaching learning process, she is a creative teacher and 
she usually gives exercise to her students to make them mastering the 
materials. 
Based on the theories above, the researcher wants to describe about the 
teaching learning process of reading by eighth grade students. Therefore the 
writer is interested in conducting a research entitled “A Descriptive Study on 
Teaching Learning Process of Reading of the Eighth Grade Students of 
Mts Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017”. 
B. Identification of the Problemss 
In conducting the research the researcher limits the study of a 
descriptive study on teaching learning process of reading comprehension of 
the eighth students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic 
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year 2016/2017 especially the students of class VIII B because the students 
are very active.  
The researcher describe about teaching learning process of reading 
descriptive texts, the source of teaching material, method, teacher role, student 
role in reading comprehension. The problem and solution faced by the teacher 
on teaching reading comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 20162017.  
This material based on the syllabus on class VIII in the second 
semester. In MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo, there are three grades of 
class; they are class VII, class VIII, and IX class. To make the study becomes 
more specific and do not have many generalizations, the study will be limited 
on the problems and the solutions arise in the teaching learning process of 
reading class only to the second year student or students of class VIII B in 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017. 
C. Limitation of the Problem 
 In this research the researcher limits her research on the English teaching 
especially in the teaching learning process of reading descriptive text the 
eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the second 
semester of in the academic year 2016/2017 especially the students of class 
VIII B because the students in this class are very active and have good 
competence and this class is the example of superior class in MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
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 The researcher like to describe about the method of teaching and learning 
of reading, the source of teaching method in reading comprehension. The 
problem and solution faced by the teachers on teaching reading comprehension 
to the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the 
academic year 2016/2017. The researcher would like to make limitation in 
order that the research problems are clear, understandable, and specific.    
D. Problem of Statement  
Based on the background of the study, research problems are formulated 
as follows:  
1. What is the method of teaching learning of reading comprehension of the 
eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the 
Academic Year 2016/2017? 
2. What are the problems faced by the teacher on teaching reading 
comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017? 
3. What are the solutions to the problem taken by the teachers on teaching 
reading comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017? 
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E. The Objectives of the Study  
   Based on the problem statement, the objectives of the study of this 
research are:  
1. To describe the method of teaching learning process of reading 
comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. 
2. To describe the problems faced by the teacher on Reading comprehension of 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the Academic Year 2016/2017. 
3. To describe the solutions of the problem faced by the teachers on teaching 
reading comprehension in MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
F. The Benefit of the study  
In the study, the researcher expects that this research paper has benefits 
both theory and practice. 
1. Theoretical Significance  
 a. The researcher expects that the teacher can get a new idea to teach 
English in reading.  
b. For the other researcher, they may complete and do better research based 
on this topic.  
c. The result of the research can be useful for English teacher in their 
teaching learning process.  
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2. Practical Significance  
a. Students 
The researcher hopes that this research will be helpful for the students to 
understand the materials especially in teaching and learning English 
Reading.  
b. Teacher 
The researcher might be useful to give the teacher knowledge about 
teaching reading to students in junior high school. 
 c. Lecturer 
The researcher will be one of the references to teaching the students about 
reading. 
 d. Other researcher 
The research is used as the references for those who want to conduct a 
research of reading.  
e. The reader 
The result will be given the information to the readers in the way in 
carrying out the information about reading. 
G. Definition of Key Terms  
1. Descriptive study  
Descriptive study is one of the purposes of understanding the social 
phenomenon and the descriptions are in the form of words. Study means 
devotion of time and thought to get knowledge of or to close examination 
10 
 
 
 
of a subject, especially from books, give time and attention to learning or 
discovery something.  
2. Reading 
As Burns (1984: 27) said that reading is the process of looking speech 
at written language symbols. That is reading as visual form and written 
language symbol combining ideas intended by author can be understood. 
3. Teaching  
Brown (2000:7) said that teaching is a superior job. Among the 
demanding tasks are modifying the approaches, syllabus, technique, and 
exercise to adopt and maximize the learning of a class as well as of most of 
its individual members. Teaching is guiding and facilitating learning, 
enabling the learners to learn, setting the condition for learning, teaching is 
showing or helping someone to learn to do something, giving instruction, 
guiding in the study of something, providing with knowledge, causing to 
know or understand. Teaching cannot be separated from the word 
“learning” because the presence of teaching is as result of the presence of 
learner.   
4. Learning  
“Learning is acquiring or getting of a subject or a skill by study, 
experience, or instruction” (Brown, 2000:7). Learning is knowledge 
obtained by study. “Learn” means gain knowledge of or skill in, by study, 
11 
 
 
 
practice or being taught. It means that it is the process of getting knowledge 
by studying.  
5. Teaching Learning Process  
Brown (1994:7) defined teaching and learning as “showing or helping 
learners to do something, providing with knowledge and causing them to 
understand”. It implies that teaching is a process of facilitating learners in 
learning process. 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORITICAL REVIEW 
A. Theoritical Framework  
1. Definition of Reading 
  Reading is one of the basic skills of language learning. It can’t be 
separated from other skills of language learning besides writing, speaking 
and listening. Those skills must be learned all by English language 
learners. Reading skill can help improve other language skills. Generally, 
the skill of reading is developed in societies with literary taste, because it 
can lead to develop comprehension, enrich vocabulary. Reading as with 
other skill is more enjoy able to do. Based on Patel and Jain (2008: 113 – 
114) states as follows:  
“Reading is an important activity in life with which one can update 
his/her knowledge. Reading skill is an important tool for academic 
success. Reading is the most important activity in any language class. 
Reading is not only a source of information and a pleasurable activity but 
also as a means of consolidating and extending one’s knowledge of the 
language. Reading is very necessary to widen the mind, again and 
understanding of the foreign culture”.  
Day and Bamford (1998:12) stated that reading is the construction of 
meaning from a printed or written message. It means the construction of 
12 
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meaning involves the reader connecting information from the written 
message with previous knowledge to arrive at meaning and understanding. 
Burns (1984: 21) stated that the interaction between a reader and 
written language through which reader tries to reconstruct the writer’s 
massage is closely related. Reading involves more than mechanical 
process of correctly pronouncing words, it involves recognizing the 
meaning and the interaction between the reader and the printed symbol 
which all are influenced by the reader’s attitudes, knowledge and past 
experience. It means that reading needs the interaction between reader and 
written text which in influenced by background knowledge of field. 
B. Reading Comprehension 
1. Notion of Reading 
Reading comprehension is the essential of reading evaluation in the 
most school. Comprehension test is an instrument for assessing the ability 
of a reader to understand the content of a selection read. Teachers can 
builds comprehension tests by constructing various kinds of reading matter 
or by writing short selections with follow up questions is difficult to 
evaluate because it involves so many different kinds of skills. Through 
observation, however, teacher can get a general indication of the pupil’s 
ability in understanding reading texts (Kennedy, 1981: 268). 
The reading activity needs a process by which people comprehend 
what they read. That process happen when they face written symbols, they 
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look at than through their eyes then their mind will process them. Since 
then, a process of viewing changes into a process of comprehending. 
Therefore, this process can be called a cognitive process. In comprehending 
the message of a text, reading has function as a communicative process 
between a writer and reader. Reinking and Scheiner in Kustaryo (1988: 2) 
suggested that reading is an instantaneous recognition of various written 
symbol with existing knowledge, and comprehension of the information 
and ideas communicated. The reader must also recognize the sentence 
structure of the passage such as questions, negotiations, coordination and 
subordination.  
Reading is also a process of communication between a writer and a 
reader. A writer has message in his or her mind, such as feeling, facts, ideas 
and arguments he or she want to share. The writer puts the message into 
word or print. When the message enters the reader’s mind, the 
communication happens. In comprehending the content of the text, the 
reader must not only use eyes, but also mind concentration to catch the 
writer’s idea. 
2. Reading Process 
Since reading is an integrated process, it cannot be separated into 
discrete factors and studied in objective ways. There are, however, certain 
related reading skills and competencies that can be grouped for intensive 
study. This classification related and dependent on one another and 
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variously indicated as divisions or components of reading, the 
components of reading process are classified under five broad headings 
(1) foundation (2) background (3) word recognition (4) comprehension 
and (5) utilization (Kennedy, 1981 :6) 
From this explanation above, it can be concluded that reading is a 
complex process and it is this complexity that accounts for the variety of 
definitions of it. It must, however, be remembered that whatever complex 
reading is there should be the reader, the writer, and the text in it. It is 
based on the assumption that the reader and writer use the same code that 
the writer has a massage in the text and that the writer wants the reader to 
understand the message.  
The aim of the English language teaching is to develop English 
communicative competence, which consists of listening, speaking, reading 
and writing. Although reading is only about 25% of the whole portion for 
the four skills (listening, speaking and writing), people who are learning a 
new language need to learn reading more. Reading can helps the students 
learn to think in the new language, build a better vocabulary, and make 
more comfortable with written English. The students can write better 
English if they feel comfortable with the language. Reading may be the 
only way for students to use English if they live in non-English speaking 
countries. Reading can help them if they plan to study in an English 
speaking country.  
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The reader can get information not only implicitly but also explicitly. 
Moreover, he or she is able to read quickly because he only skims the 
idea. Reading foreign text may force him to be rich of new words. People 
read because of different purposes, such as to get general information of a 
text, to recognize the meaning of words, to get specific information of a 
text, etc. reading may be help the students learn to think in the new 
language and also enrich their vocabulary. Finally, the students can 
enlarge their knowledge about everything. 
a. Reading Skill 
Reading skill is the ability to relate the textual material to one’s 
own knowledge by comprehending the text (Fauziati, 2002: 138). The 
purpose of trading activity language ideas, in reading, the process of 
thinking is very urgent and vital, because the students read the text do 
not merely more their eyes along the sentences they read. Instead, in 
the same time their minds work to get the message. 
Reading involves a variety of skills to construct meaning from a 
text. The main ones are: (1) recognizing the script of a language (2) 
deducing the meaning and use of unfamiliar lexical item (3) 
understanding explicitly stated information (4) understanding 
conceptual meaning (6) understanding the communicative value 
(function) of sentences and utterances (7) understanding relation 
between parts of a text through grammatical cohesion devices (8) 
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identifying the main point/idea or important information in a piece of 
discourse (9) distinguishing the main idea from supporting details (10) 
basic reference skills (11) skimming (12) scanning to locate specifying 
required information. 
There are so many micro skills developed in junior high schools, 
among others are: 
1) Skimming  
Reading quickly to find the core of the text. 
2) Scanning  
Reading quickly to find the details information. 
3) Reading for detailed information 
Reading to understand or to find all data included in the texts. 
4) Reading between the lines 
Reading to find the implied conclusion of the text. 
5) Predicting  
Predicting what is happening. The students have to use the available 
data found in the text because the answer is not stated. 
6) Deducing meaning from the context  
Guessing the meaning of few words without looking up to the 
dictionary but by the reading of the text carefully. 
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C. Teaching Reading 
1. The Nature of Teaching Reading Comprehension 
According to Webster’s Dictionary and Thesaurus, teaching is giving 
instruction to, to train, the act of someone to teach. Besides, Joyce 
(1996:3) stated that teaching well mean helping the students learn well. 
Powerful learners have expanded repertoires strategies for acquiring 
education. Models of teaching are designed to import these strategies 
while help students to develop as persons, increase their capacity to think 
clearly and wisely, build a social skill commitment. Teaching is the 
process of building communities of learners who use their skill to educate 
themselves. 
According to Hopson (1976:92) teaching is a noble, caring profession, 
but teacher should be clear about the line that is drawn between caring and 
doing too much for people. Teaching has its rewards. However, the 
rewards are quiet, internal. A teacher is rewarded when a student show 
improvement in his work, when a student  seek out the teacher for help, 
when a connection develops between the students and teacher. A teacher 
is rewarded in countless ways, and all the rewards are unique as the 
individual teacher.  
According to Brown (2000:17) teaching may be defined as “showing 
or helping someone to learn how to do something, providing with 
knowledge, causing to know or understand.” Teaching is not primarily 
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telling. It’s helping other people learn. That means the focus is on the 
learners, not the teachers. People learn best through experiencing 
something themselves. 
From the definition above, it can be concluded that teaching is the 
process of learning that giving by the teacher with the train or instruction 
and causing to know or understand. Teaching reading seems to have its 
own importance in language teaching.  According to Nunan (2003:68), 
teaching reading  usually has at least two aspects. First, who are learning 
to read for the very first time.  A second, who already  have reading skills 
in their first language. 
Furthermore, Harmer (2003:70) notes that there are six basic reasonsto 
teach reading:  
1) Reading is not passive skill.  
Reading is an incredibly active skill, to do reading successfully. The 
students have to understand the argument what the words means. See the 
pictures, the words are painting, understand the arguments if the students 
do not do this, and they only start surface of the text might be quickly 
forget it. 
2) Students need to be engaged with what they are reading. 
Students who are not engaged with reading text they are actively 
interested in what they are doing. The reading texts are not benefit for 
them.  They are really fired up by the topic or the task. They get much 
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more from what they are read. Here, Teacher needs to give the motivation 
to the student for reading the text, by telling them about the topic, and the 
purpose of reading so the student will be interested by the text, and they 
eager to read the text. 
3) Students should be encouraged to respond the content of reading text. 
It is important for students to study reading text not just they use 
language. The members of paragraph, they contain and how many times 
they use relative clause but just as important if the student must give a 
chance to respond the massage. 
4) Prediction is a major factor in reading.  
When the students read the text they frequently have a good idea of 
content, book covers give us a hunt of what article are about,  and our 
brain start up to predicting what we are going to read and the article 
process of reading is ready to begin. The teacher should give student 
“hunt” so that they can predict what is coming too. It will make them 
better and more engaged reader. 
5)  Match the task to the topic.   
We could give students what reading text the student are going to read. 
We need to choose good reading task. The right kinds of question, 
engaging and useful puzzle etc. the most interesting text can be under 
mind by asking boring and appropriate questions. The most common 
place can be made really exciting with imaginative and challenging task. 
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6)  The good teachers exploit reading texts to the full. 
Any reading  of text is full of sentences, word, ideas, description etc. 
good teachers integrate the reading text into interesting class sequences, 
using the topic or discussion and further task using the language for study 
and later activities. In short, the teachers have to realize that reading is 
complex process, not only sound out the word in text but also need a 
comprehension. The readers said comprehending a text when they can 
respond or apply the content of reading. 
2. The Method of Teaching learning process 
a. Audio Lingual Methods (ALM) 
The audio-lingual method (ALM) was widely used in the 
United States and other countries in the 1950's and 1960's. Some 
programs still use it nowadays. The structural view of language is the 
view behind this method. The emphasis was on mastering the building 
blocks of language and learning the rules for combining them. 
Freeman (2000: 35) states that ALM is greatly influenced by 
Behaviorism. The basic principles of this are: 
 1. Language learning is habit-formation. 
2. Mistakes are bad and should be avoided, as they make bad habits.  
3. Language skills are learned more effectively if they are presented 
orally first, then in written form 
4. Analogy is a better foundation for language learning than analysis 
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5. The meanings of words can be learned only in a linguistic and 
cultural context. 
Accurate pronunciation and grammar, ability to respond 
quickly and accurately in speech situations, knowledge of sufficient 
vocabulary to use with grammar patterns are some prominent 
objectives of ALM. Typically, the procedure in an audio-lingual 
course would be: 
a. Students hear a model dialogue. 
b. Students repeat each line of the dialogue. 
c. Certain key words or phrases may be changed in the dialogue. 
d. Key structures from the dialogue serve as the basis for pattern drills 
of different kinds.  
e. The students practice substitutions in the pattern drills. 
b. Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)  
Freeman (2000: 121) states that Communicative Language Teaching 
aims broadly to apply the theoretical perspective of the Communicative 
Approach by making communicative competence the goal of language 
teaching and by acknowledging the interdependence of language and 
communication. What this looks like in the classroom may depend on how the 
tenets are interpreted and applied. Nevertheless, we will follow our usual way 
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of understanding the theory and associated practices by visiting a class in 
which a form of Communicative Language Teaching is being practiced.    
           c. Communicative Language Performance (CLP) 
Communicative language performance is the actual learners‘ 
performance in response to communicative activities engagement done in the 
class. The principle underlying communicative language performance is the 
concept of how language is used. Instead of focusing solely on grammar, 
learners should look at what notions of the language expressed and what 
communicative functions learners perform with the language (Wilkins, 1976 
in Harmer, 20.08: 69). Thus the essential strand of communicative language 
performance is to involve learners in realistic communication in which the 
achievement target is on the accuracy of their language use. Some 
requirements are supposed to be provided by a teacher who wants to assign 
communicative activities in the classroom. In this case, the teacher has to set 
up a situation that arises students‘ desire to communicate. Students should be 
prepared to focus on meanings rather than forms and use a variety of language 
rather than one language structure. The following is the communication 
continuum of communicative activities that teachers have to take into account 
when designing communicative language performance for their students. 
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d. Know Want Learn (KWL) 
Blaskowski (2010) defines that the KWL (Know Want Learn) 
teaching technique is a good method to help students activate prior 
knowledge. 
Steps to a KWL: 
a. Students will write the things they already know and the things they 
wish to know before reading. After reading they will complete the 
chart with things they have learned. 
b. Students have as an entire class or in small groups outline their prior 
knowledge of the topic. Write or have students write each idea on the 
KWL chart. 
c. Students ask to raise a question that they would like to answer as they 
learn about the topic record these on the KWL chart. 
d. Students have to read the selection and take notes on the things they 
learn. Emphasize new information that relates to the “what I want to 
know” questions. 
e. Students ask to volunteer to write the things they have learned to 
complete the chart. Discuss this new information with the class. Note 
any questions that were not answered in the reading. 
K-W-L (Ogle, 1986: 564-570) is an instructional reading strategy that 
is used to guide student trough a text. Students begin by brainstorming 
everything they know about a topic. This information is recorded in the K 
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column of a K-W-L chart. Students then generate a list of questions about 
what they want to know about the topic. These questions are listed in the 
W column of the chart. During or after reading, students answer the 
questions that are in the W column. This new information that they have 
learned is recorded in the L column of the K-W-L chart.    
3. The Teaching Reading Comprehension Process 
Reading comprehension activity in classroom is generally seen as the 
basic of language teaching and learning, the success of other language 
skill is influenced and depend it upon reading. Teacher must be skillful in 
motivating learners by selecting and selecting material and choosing 
appropriate method.  
Williams (1998: 51) stated that there are main phases need to be 
followed in teaching reading comprehension process: 
a. Pre-reading activities 
Pre-reading activities consist of question to which the reader is 
required to find the answer from the text. From the question and 
answer the readers are stimulated to guess what the text tells about. 
Teacher can help students build prediction for the text there are going 
to read by doing various activities (William, 1998: 96). 
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b. While-reading activities 
      This phase refers to the text, not the idea of previous student to 
read. The aims of the phase are to help understanding of the text 
structure and to clarify text content (William, 1998: 38). 
c. Post-reading activities 
Teachers should ensure that students get the message from reading 
it. The aims of post-reading work are: to consolidate of reflect upon 
what has been read and to relate the text to the learners own 
knowledge interests or views (William, 1998: 39).Each of those 
techniques can be used to illustrate a student comprehension, student 
may react what they have read by answering the question retelling or 
paraphrasing. 
4. Assessment on Reading 
Brown (2004: 189-218) explained some reading assessment based on 
the type of reading. The explanation is as follows: 
a. The design of assessment task for perceptive reading 
At the beginning level of reading a second language lies a set of 
task that are fundamental and basic: recognition of alphabetic 
symbols, capitalized and lowercase letters, punctuation, words, and 
phoneme-phoneme correspondences. Assessment of basic reading 
may be carried out in a number of different ways. Here the design of 
assessment of perceptive reading, as follows: 
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1) Reading aloud 
The test taker sees separate a letters, words, and short 
sentences and reads them aloud one by one, in presence of an 
administrator. Since the assessment is reading comprehension, any 
recognizable oral approximation of the target response is 
considered correct. 
2) Written response 
File some stimuli are presented and the test taker’s task is to 
reproduce the probe in writing. The evaluation of test taker’s 
response must be carefully treated. 
3) Multiple-choices 
Multiple choices responses are not only a matter of choosing 
one of or five possible answers. Others format, some of which are 
especially useful at the low levels of reading, include same 
different, circle the answer, true or false, choose the letter, and 
matching. 
4) Pictured-Cued 
Item test-takers are shown a picture, such as the one on the 
next page, along with a written text and are given on of a number 
of possible tasks to perform or a true/false procedure might be 
presented with the same picture. 
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b. The design of assessment for selective reading 
Selective reading is largely the artifact of assessment format, in 
order to ascertain one’s reading recognition of lexical, grammatical, 
or discourse feature. Certain typical task are used: pictures-cued 
tasks, matching, true/false, multiple choice. 
1) Multiple choices (for form-focused criteria) 
The main reason, many teacher use this multiple choice is it is 
easy to administer and can be scored quickly. 
2) Matching task 
The test taker’s task is simply to respond correctly which makes 
matching an appropriate format. 
3) Gap-fillings task 
Gap-fillings or fill in the blank is the item in which the test taker’s 
response is to write a word or phrase. 
c. The design of assessment for interactive reading 
Reading is a process of negotiating meaning; the reader use the 
text a set of schemata to understanding it. Typical genre of the 
interactive reading is anecdote, short narrative, and description. 
1) Close task 
The test taker should give the answer to delete paragraph based 
on their mastering the vocabulary. Even, those task also made in 
the form of multiple choices to make rapid scoring. 
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2) Multiple choice plus comprehension question 
The test taker should answer the question that has created by 
using the criteria of comprehending the text. 
3) Short answer task 
A popular alternative multiple choice questions following 
realm passage is the age old short answer format. A reading 
passage is presented and the test takers question then answered 
sentence or two. 
4) Editing (longer task) 
Test taker should edit the sentence by choosing one wrong word. 
d. The design of assessment reading for extensive reading 
Extensive reading applies to text of a book more than a page, up 
to an including professional article, essay, technical report, etc. the 
purpose of assessment usually is to tap into the learner’s global 
understanding of the text. The design of assessment of reading for 
extensive reading as follows: 
1) Skimming  
It is the process of rapid coverage of reading matter to 
determine its content or the main idea. 
2) Summarizing and responding 
Asking the test taker to write the summary of the text, then 
given to another test taker to get the response about the summary. 
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From the explanation above, the design of reading assessment 
which is used for the research is multiple choice plus 
comprehension question, because the text which is used to test the 
student is about short recount and narrative text in kind of 
intensive reading. 
D. Effective Teaching and Learning 
1. The Role of Teacher 
a. As controller 
An appropriate degree of control by the teacher over the class 
is vital in formal language teaching. The teacher controls the pace so 
that activities run smoothly and efficiently. When doing lockstep 
activities (see next section) the teacher controls the whole class so that 
everyone has an equal chance. When students do production activities, 
the teacher’s control can make sure the students use certain target 
language items and theirs production has a degree of accuracy. 
The advantages of teacher as is a control, we mean appropriate 
degree of control. Over control will do not less harm to students than 
not control at all. Besides it, the different activities need a different 
degree of control. Some teacher use terms like controlled practice, half 
controlled practice, and free practice to indicate where control is 
needed and where control should be relaxed, we believe the more 
communicative an activity is the less the control is needed. 
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b. As assessor 
It is generally believed that it is a major part of a teacher’s job 
to assess the students work. Harmer (1983) stated that as an assessor 
the teacher does two things that is correcting mistakes and organizing 
feedback. Harmer insists that correcting should be gentle. Gentle 
correcting involves showing that incorrectness has occurred, but not 
making a big fuss about it (Harmer, 1983: 201). Organizing feedback 
is an effective way to assess students’ performance so that they see 
how well they are doing. When organizing feedback, it is very 
discouraging for the teacher to be critical. Rather, we encourage 
teachers to focus on student success or progress so that a success 
oriented learning atmosphere can be created.  
c. As organizer 
The most important and difficult role that the teacher has to 
play is to be an organizer. Nowadays many approaches and methods 
advocate task-based learning activities. So one of the teacher’s major 
responsibilities is to design and organize tasks that students can carry 
out in the class. It is in doing this that teachers have the most freedom 
and most challenge, and it is where the teacher can exert creativeness 
in an unlimited way. 
Before organizing an activity in the class, the teacher should 
envisage what the activity is going to be like. He or she should also 
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anticipate problems that may arise when the activity is being carried 
out. Before students start the activity, the teacher should give 
instruction clearly and concisely so that students know what to do and 
how to do it. Sometimes a teacher demonstration can help and if 
necessary use the students’ native language to clarify. While students 
are doing the activity, the teacher should walk around the classroom 
and monitor what the students are saying. If some students are not 
doing the right task, the teacher should rectify it. Taking mental notes 
will help the teacher to provide accurate feedback later. 
d. As prompter 
When student are not sure how to start an activity or what to do 
next or what to say next the teacher should give appropriate prompts. 
For instance, if students find it difficult to start talking in a task where 
they have to choose one from five places to go for an outing, the 
teacher may tell them to consider distance, means of transport, time 
available, safety and etc. when a student doesn’t seem to be ready for 
an answer, the teacher can give hints; when a student finishes with a 
very short answer, the teacher should elicit more by saying “and…?” 
“anything else?” “Yes, but why…?    
e. As participant 
Task-based teaching methods encourage the teacher to 
participate in students’ activities. Once the teacher has finished giving 
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instructions and the activity has started, there is no point in the teacher 
standing in front of the classroom doing nothing as some teacher to do. 
Besides monitoring the class, the teacher can also join one or two 
groups as an ordinary participant. However, the teacher should change 
his/her role once he/she joins the students. He/she should not dominate 
or appear to be authoritative, though students regard it is good chance 
to practice English with someone who speaks it better than 
themselves. 
f. Resource-provider 
Although the jug and mug method (the teacher, a full jug, 
pours knowledge into the students, empty mugs) has been widely 
criticized, the teacher is still considered a good and convenient 
resource for the students. In this sense, the teacher’s role is the same as 
the role of instruction materials. However, when students are supposed 
to work on their own the teacher should with hold his readiness to 
provide resources. 
2. The Role of Students 
There are varieties of learner’s roles which are possible in the 
language class (Nunan, 2002). These as follow: 
a. The learner is passive resipient of outside stimuli 
b. The learner is an interaction and negotiator who is capable who is 
giving as well as taking 
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c. The learner is a listener and performer who have little control over the 
control of learning 
d. The learners is involved in a personal of growth 
e. The learner is involved in a social activity and the social and the 
interpersonal roles of the learner cannot be divorced from 
psychological learning process. 
f. The learner must take responsibility for their own learning, developing 
autonomy and skills in learning how to learn. 
Nunan in Brown (2000: 35) states that the roles of the students are as a 
listener and performer, then the students as negotiator, interactor, 
giving as well as talking. 
E. Source of Material 
1. Curriculum  
Arifin (2013: 3) said that curriculum is some of subject study that 
should be done by the students in the school to get a diploma. It means 
that curriculum used as standards the implementation of teaching learning 
process. Every school should follow the rules of the curriculum. Now days 
there are some definition of curriculum modern, one of them is from 
Saylor and Williamin (Arifin, 2013: 4) said that curriculum is the sum 
total of school’s efforts to influence learning, whether in the classroom, on 
the playground, or out of school. Based on the statement, means that 
curriculum is the effort to make the teaching learning process walk 
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effectively not only in the classroom but also in the play-ground and out 
of the school. So, the curriculum is needed to drive the learning process. 
Based on the statement above, it means that the function of the teacher 
activity is as developer the curriculum in the school, the teacher should be 
smart on using the material on the subject of the study. It means that the 
curriculum has some functions. 
2. Syllabus 
Yulaelawati in (Majid, 2012: 39) states that syllabus is a set of plan 
and rule as study realization and assessment that is arranged 
systematically consist of components which related one of each other to 
get the basic competence mastery. The syllabus only includes the subject 
of study that should be taught along of year or one semester. Generally a 
syllabus should include some elements, they are: 
1) The purpose of the subject study that should be taught 
2) The target of subject study 
3) The skill that is needed to dominate well 
4) The formation of topics that are taught 
5) The activities and the source of the study to support the success of 
teaching 
6) Some evaluate on techniques that are used. 
From the explanations above, it can be conclude that syllabus can be 
used by the teacher as the orientation in arranging the material that should 
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be taught. Teacher also can prepare the skill that should be used to teach 
the students appropriate what grade and students that will be taught.  
Related to the components of syllabus are explained by Nurhadi in 
(Majid, 2012: 40) he says syllabus consist of some programs that tell: a) 
The subject of the study that is taught; b) the grade of school or Islamic 
school; c) the group of standard competency; d) the main material; e) 
indicator; f) teaching strategy; g) the time allocation; h) material; i) 
instrument; j) media. It means that in Syllabus explain some points to 
make easier in teaching learning process. 
3. Lesson Plan 
Government Rule No. 65 Year 2013 about the standard of process 
stated that: 
“Rencana Pelaksanaan Pembelajaran adalah rencana kegiatan 
pembelajaran tatap muka untuk satu pertemuan atau lebih. RPP 
dikembngkan dari silabus untuk mengarahkan kegiatan pembelajaran 
peserta didik dalam upaya mencapai Kompetensi Dasar (KD)”. 
Lesson plan is a set of plan describing procedure and learning 
management in order to reach one or explained in the syllabus.  
F. The Previous Related Study 
The Researcher provided some information from the other researcher 
to prove the originally of this study. The first previous study was taken from 
Hariyatun, the student of The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta (2015) who 
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conducted the research entitled “A Descriptive Study on Teaching Reading to 
the Eighth Grade Students of SMP N 5 Sukoharjo in 2013/2014 Academic 
Year”. The data of her research are all elements of teaching process 
committed by the teacher. The sources of the data were barks, students’ 
worksheet, and syllabus. The method of data collection was descriptive 
method by employing interview, analyzing document, and conducting 
observation. While the problems faced by the teacher were the class 
management the teacher had difficulty in managing the students in the class 
and teacher cannot different about the capability of students, each student has 
different capability in receiving the material. The second previous study was 
taken from Indriana Desi Susanti, the student of The State Islamic Institute of 
Surakarta (2016) who conducted the research entitled “ A Study on Teaching 
Strategies in Reading Comprehension at SMAN 1 Weru academic year 
2015/2016”. In this research, she has three purposes. First, the researcher 
wants to investigate the implementations of the strategies in teaching English 
reading comprehension, second the researcher wants to know the weaknesses 
and the strength of the strategies that used by the teachers, and last into find 
out the students’ perceptions of the teachers’ strategies in teaching English 
reading comprehension at SMAN 1 WERU Sukoharjo academic year 
2015/2016. The researcher uses descriptive qualitative method to describe a 
situation and what exist in the time of study in order to get information. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
The type of the research that is conducted by the researcher is 
descriptive qualitative research. Qualitative research involves the studies 
use and collection of a variety of empirical material, personal experience, 
life story, interview, historical, international and visual that describes 
routine and problematic moments and meaning in individual’s lives 
(Norman and Lincold, 1994:2). In discussing best practice, Heighm and 
Crocker (2009: 70) identified in descriptive research, the researcher 
presents a detailed, contextualized picture of a particular case or 
phenomenon. The research purpose is simply to gain a deep 
understanding of the case or phenomenon itself, not to generalize this case 
to other cases or contexts. Thus, the researcher does the descriptive 
directly to the subjects. It is the teaching learning process of reading of the 
eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the 
academic year 2016/2017. 
In this research, the researcher uses descriptive method to describe the 
English reading comprehension of the eighth grade students of MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017 by : 1) 
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the method teaching learning process on reading comprehension of the 
eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the 
academic year 2016/2017. 2) The problems are faced by the teacher on 
teaching reading comprehension at the eighth grade students of MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017. 3) The 
solutions of the problems faced by the teachers on teaching reading 
comprehension at the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017. 
There are five aspects of reading comprehension:  
1) Main idea 
2) Specific information 
3) Reference 
4) Inference 
5) Vocabulary 
The aspect of teaching learning in the process of teaching learning 
on MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo is main idea. The teacher 
make the students will determine the main idea and important details 
of a paragraph, being able to help readers to recall important 
information. Locating the main idea and significant details helps the 
reader understand the points the writer is attempting to express. 
Identifying the relationship between these will improve 
comprehension. This strategy provides a model of explicit instruction 
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for teaching students how to determine main idea. Students begin by 
learning the definition of main idea and then apply this definition to 
identify the main idea in sentences and short texts. The ability to 
identify the main idea in a text, whether it is stated directly or inferred, 
is critical for students to gain meaning when reading. Students need to 
pay attention to the most relevant information in the text and to guide 
them to develop a main idea statement based on the following 
information: a) who or what the paragraph is about the topic of the 
paragraph, which will usually be the subject of the main idea statement 
b) the most important information about the “who” or “what”. 
Students are taught to combine the above elements into a specific 
information statement with 10 words or less, eliminating nonessential 
details c) the readers must know the reference from the book that the 
reader’s read d) read a book give some influence to the readers e) read 
a book give a more the vocabulary to the readers.    
B. The Setting of the Research 
This study has conducted in the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017. The researcher 
choosed the place because there was many data needed found over there 
and this school is one of a good school in Grobogan. This school consists 
of female class and male class, the researcher choose female class because 
female class more active than male class. So the researcher’s choose VIII 
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B class that the teacher in this class is Mrs. Sri Utami the teacher is very 
creative to improve the students be active class. And the other reason why 
the researcher choose this place because this place also strategies from the 
researcher’s home so the researcher can be cheaper in cost and 
transportation. The research will be conducted from February 2017 until 
the research finish. 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo is one of junior high school at 
Grobogan. This school consists of 6 classes. The classes are divided into 
three classes, seventh grade, eighth grade, and night grade. The 
observation of the classroom to take the research data is conducted in 
February. 
Table 3.1 the Research Schedule 
N
o 
Activity Feb March  Apr May  June  
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 
1. Pre-research 
a. Observation 
b. Interview  
                 
2. Writing a proposal 
chapter I, II, III 
                 
3. Seminar proposal                  
4. Research                   
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5. Post research 
analyzing the data 
                 
6. Report and Submit 
chapter IV and V. 
                 
 
C. Subject of the Reseacrh 
In this research, the subject of this research is the English teacher of 
the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic 
year 2016/2017. 
D. Data Source 
Moleong (1995: 112) stated that the main source of the data in 
qualitative research is word and the actions, and other things are as the 
additional data like documents and many others. 
The main source of the data is taken from the resource through the 
direct observation and it can be words and the actions during observation. 
There are two sources of main data: 
1. Event 
The observing events which were conducted in this research 
are the English learning process at the eighth grade students of 
MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. All activities in the 
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classroom during the English teaching learning process in MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo.   
2. Informant  
The informants in descriptive qualitative research are often 
called as a respondent, which means people who give the 
information for the research. The informant of this research is the 
English teacher who teaches of the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017 participated 
in this research. 
E. Technique of Collecting Data 
To collect the research data, based on the aim of the study, the 
researcher applied to use three research instruments, namely: observation, 
interview, and document. 
1. Observation  
Burns (1999: 80) stated that observation is a kind of activities 
in action research that enables researchers to document and reflect 
systematically upon classroom interaction and events, as they 
actually occur rather than as we think they occur. Thus, the 
observation is the observing the object by the data, not only the 
document, which is observed the researcher also uses interview 
with the students and teacher to get some information. The 
researcher observed on January with the eighth grade students of 
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MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 
2016/2017 as the object of the research. The researcher observed in 
class VIII B that the class was very active. The class consists of 30  
female students. The researcher observes how the teacher teaching 
English and what is the material of teaching English in this class. 
The researcher was conducted by the research about three times in 
the class room.  
2. Interview 
Interview has been done to the respondents orally to gain 
detailed information. Sutopo (2002: 59) said that interview in the 
descriptive qualitative research is generally done by giving the 
opened questions which purposed to gain the deep information and 
it is done by using the unstructured formally things in order to get 
the views of the subject observed about many things that bring 
advantages for gaining the detailed information. The researcher 
interview is done through:  
This technique was used by researcher to find out what 
facilities which received by student, knowing student in reading 
comprehension, what are the obstacles encountered in the learning 
process, and what methods are used in the teaching learning 
process. 
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The researcher interviewed the teacher and some students at 
the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
The interviews were aimed at getting information directly about of 
material used and evaluation in the teaching learning process on 
reading. 
a. The English teacher of eighth grade, especially VIII B 
For the English teacher in teaching English, the researcher 
would also ask about how is the teacher teach reading. The 
researcher would also ask about what problem faced by the 
teacher during teaching learning process. 
b. Students of VIII B class 
To get the additional data, the researcher ask some 
question about the teaching reading process to students of VIII 
B class. The question was held after the observation to clarify 
the students’ responses or opinion of the teaching reading they 
have that day. On the other hand, the researcher ask personally 
to some students related to their opinion of the teaching 
reading applied in their class.  
3. Documentation 
Documentation is a process of getting information from printed 
or recorded materials related to the research topic. Sutopo 
(2002:69) says that written document are sources of research, 
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which often have important role in qualitative research. Thus, the 
document is used in research because of some reasons: document 
is a source of research, which is stable, rich and supported; it is 
evidence to tasting and it has natural characteristic, so it is 
appropriate to qualitative research. 
Documentation is constructed from word ‘document’ that 
means something either written or film which researcher does not 
prepare before or researcher does not take (Meleong, 2004: 161). 
This technique as used by researcher to support the data collection 
from observation and interview.The documentation data is found 
from the syllabus, and lesson plan, from the documents, the 
researcher can get information about the learning objective. The 
researcher has analyzed the related documents with the teaching 
reading comprehension at MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
The aim is to complete information obtained through observation 
and interview. The documents of the data are found from the 
syllabus, lesson plan, and the material. 
F. Techniques of Analyzing Data 
In qualitative research, techniques of analyzing the data were used in 
order to synthesize the data collecting from various sources into a coherent 
description of what the researcher had been observed and discovered. 
Regarding with this research, the researcher used data analysis based on 
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Miles and Huberman Model (1984:20). In this system, the researcher 
always moves among three analysis component during the data collection. 
After collecting data, the researcher moves among the data three 
component of analysis by using the rest of the time. 
1. Reduction of the Data 
Data reduction can be interpreted as the process of selection, 
simplification and transformation of the data to the field notes, when 
the researcher research the teaching learning process of reading skill 
researcher write the research in the field note. Then after this the 
researcher get some data of reading class from students and teacher 
and the researchers select the data related to the research problem 
taken from source of data. Then the researcher focused on each 
research problem, then simplifies of the data in the field note. 
2. Display of the Data 
Data display is a set of information which has been classified 
and organized based on the data reduction which leads to 
conclusion. Generally, a display is an organized, composed 
assembly of information that permits conclusion drawing and 
action. By data display, the researcher consider what the she 
should do, she could analyze based on her understanding. The 
researcher get some information about the teaching learning 
process of reading class from students and teacher then the 
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researcher explain about the teaching learning process of reading 
class with the description and the researcher make some 
conclusion from the informant. 
3. Verification of Data 
The last step is drawing conclusions and giving suggestion 
based on the data analysis. It is explaining the meaning of the data 
in fact, the researcher infers the research finding into a single 
overall conclusion accordingly to research data and the verification 
is explaining the meaning of the data in fact configuration. The 
researcher draws conclusion of the data observation to know how 
the teaching learning process on English class. 
G. Trustworthiness  
This research is conducted by applying qualitative research, therefore, 
it concerned with the trustworthiness of the data that would have been 
collected in the field. Sugiyono (in Prastowo 2012: 265) reveals that there 
are four criteria to check the trustworthiness of data; credibility, 
dependability, transferability, and conformability. He also said that the 
most principle criterion is credibility. To examine the data credibility, 
there are seven techniques to do; extension observation, increase the 
diligence, triangulation, discussion with partner, member check, analyzing 
negative case, and using references.  
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In this research, the researcher used triangulation as a technique to 
examine the data validation. Moleong (2002: 178) stated that 
triangulation technique is the technique of examining the trustworthiness 
of the data which uses things outside the data in order to examine the 
data and to be comparer of the data. Denzin (in Hales, 2010: 14) 
identified four basic types of triangulation, they are as follow: 
1. Data Triangulation  
The use of variety data sources including time, space, and persons in a 
research. Data triangulation is the process rechecked and compared 
information by researcher which obtained in different source. For instance, it 
has done by comparing observation data with interview data result, 
comparing what the informant said, and comparing circumstance and 
perspective of different people toward the similar event. 
2. Investigator Triangulation  
The ability to confirm findings across investigators without prior 
discussion or collaboration between them can significantly enhance the 
credibility of findings. Investigator triangulation is particularly important for 
decreasing bias in gathering, reporting and analyzing the data. 
3. Theory Triangulation  
Theory Triangulation is the use of multiple theories when examining a 
situation or phenomenon. The idea is to look at a situation/phenomenon from 
different perspectives, through different lenses, with different questions in 
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mind. The different theories do not have to be similar or compatible, in fact 
the more divergent they are, the more likely they are to identify different 
issues or concerns.  
4. Methodological Triangulation  
Methodological Triangulation is the use of multiple methods to conduct 
a situation or phenomenon. The intention is to decrease the deficiencies and 
biases that come from any single method.  This type of triangulation is very 
similar to the mixed method approaches used in social science research, 
where the results from one method are used to enhance, augment and clarify 
the results of another.  
Based on the kinds of triangulation above, the researcher used data 
triangulation to analyze the qualitative data, to examine the data from 
interview with the result of the observation, to examine the information with 
the document, and the last was to know the relation among the theories used 
in this research toward the data research. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
  
In this chapter, the researcher presented the research finding as the answer to 
the problems of study stated in the first chapter. The first point describes about the 
method of teaching learning process of reading comprehension at the eighth grade 
students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo in the academic year 2016/2017, 
describes the problems faced by the teacher of reading comprehension of MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo, and describes the solutions of the problems faced by 
the teachers of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. The second point discusses the 
data finding in the research field related to the theories. The presenting data is based 
on observation in the classroom, interview the English teacher and students. 
A. Research Findings 
1. The method of Teaching Reading Comprehension 
Basically the teacher is an educator. Educators, with all their 
capabilities, have to be able to change the psyche and mindset of their 
students from not knowing to knowing. One of the things that must be 
done by the teacher is to teach in the classroom. One of the important 
activities in the classroom is teacher’s performance in the classroom. 
Teacher’s performance is the teacher ability to control the situation in the 
classroom so can create a fun learning environment. Thus teachers should 
implement instructional methods that match the characteristics of the 
51 
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students. Each teacher can use different teaching methods, therefore the 
teacher should be able to apply the various methods. The English teacher 
in MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo used many methods in teaching 
learning process such as: ALM, CLT, CLP, KWL and etc.  
Based on research and interview with the English teacher, the 
researcher found that Know Want Learn (KWL) method. A KWL method 
is a method of teaching reading which emphasizes on the importance for 
science background. Based on the result of interview, Mrs. Sri said that:  
Untuk masalah metode sih sebenarnya banyak ya mbak metode 
saat ini yang bisa digunakan untuk mengajar seperti halnya 
ALM method, choral reading method, KWL method dan masih 
banyak lagi mbak, tapi saya pake yang KWL method mbak, 
soalnya KWL method itu bagus mbak buwat lihat 
perkembangan siswa didalam kelas reading ini mbak. Seperti 
tahap K (KNOW) diawal itu biasanya saya bertanya dulu sama 
siswa tentang topic yang pada hari itu akan kita bahas mbak, 
untuk membangun background knowledge dan membuat anak 
lebih tertarik dengan materi yang akan dibahas. Kemudian 
pada tahap W (WANT) mengenai penjelasan materi dan 
menentukan tujuan atau brain storming dan disaat tahap L 
(LEARN) saya mengecek kepahaman siswa dengan member 
pertanyaan pertanyaan dan soal-soal. KWL method itu hamper 
sama dengan pre-reading, whist-reading dan post-reading, dan 
biasanya saya juga menyuruh siswa untuk membaca teks yang 
ada di buku paket itu membuat agar siswa lebih aktif di kelas 
mbak dan menyuruh anak untuk maju didepan kelas membaca 
teks. (Monday, April 3
rd 
2017). 
 
 There were the classroom observations details:  
1) Classroom observation 1 
The research was on Monday, April 17
th
 2017, the VIII B class. The 
class consisted of 30 students in this class. The teacher applied three steps to 
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teach reading comprehension process such as: the opening, study session, and 
closing. It was included the teacher’s activity to start the class using greeting 
and praying together. 
In this apperception section the teacher greeted the students “good 
morning students? How are you today?” and then the students answered 
“Good morning mom, I am fine and you” and then the teacher answered “I am 
fine too, thanks you” then the teacher read the students attendance list, and 
asked the students to prepare their books, dictionary and also their homework. 
This activity took 5 minutes to the opening class. Then, the teacher explained 
about the topic before reading. This advanced organizer provided the students 
with a background to the new material. First activity the teacher said “what do 
you think about your mothers, students?” and the students answered together 
with their opinion about their mothers. 
Here, the teacher gave background knowledge of the text. The teacher 
explained descriptive text, its social function, and its generic structure of 
descriptive text. The teacher led students to get as much information as 
possible concerning with the topic. The students and teacher read the text for 
period of the time. The material that day was about descriptive text, including 
how to describe about animal, thing and person. In that occasions, the teacher 
wanted to give a text and asked the students to read  and discuss it together 
about the meaning of the text. The text was entitled “My mother”. If they 
found some difficult vocabularies or find the difficult words they could find 
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out the meaning in the dictionary, or asked to the teacher. The next section, 
the teacher asked the students to read the text.  
The teacher gave an illustration of a paragraph: 
My Mother 
My mother is a beautiful person. Her name is Endang 
Pamulatsih but I usually call her “Ibu”. She is not tall neither short. I 
think her body is perfect. She has curly hair and black but she wears 
hijab now. Her color skin is white. She has beautiful smile and she is 
45 years old. My mother has a pointed nose and little eyes. 
She is very kind person, patient, and loves to help people. Her 
job is a seller, she is a busy woman but I don’t care about it, because 
she has full love to give her family. She is a very good wife and 
mother. She always takes care of her family. She likes cooking and she 
is a good cook. I think it’s most delicious dishes in the world. I like 
when she invited me to go to shopping. When other mothers who were 
gathered there, she never join it, because she doesn’t like to talk about 
other people. 
In this section, the students were asked to read the text entitled “My 
mother” loudly. The teacher asked four students to read in order to save the 
time and the other students attended their friends. The student read loudly and 
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the teacher corrected the pronunciation. When the student finished on the last 
sentence, they were asked about the meaning of the sentences. After reading a 
text the teacher discussed the text with the student. 
The teacher gave some questions or tasks that must be answered. The 
teacher wrote some questions about the previous text on the board. The 
responses from the students were good relatively. They responded with 
enthusiasm that they were active in the class. Their scores were good enough, 
from that activity for instance. The teacher ordered the students to make group 
consisted of 4 students to practice making a descriptive text based on the 
picture about person. The teacher gave fifteen minutes to the students to do 
the task. After fifteen minutes, the teacher asked the students to present their 
results of discussion. 
The closing session was that the teacher closed the meeting in the end 
of the lesson. The teacher reviewed what was learned that day. Then, the 
teacher concluded the material. She asked again whether the students 
understood or not, “students, do you understand?” before closing the teaching 
learning process. The teacher asked “any questions about it?” “if there is no 
question, thanks for your attention” the students answered “you are welcome” 
the teacher let them pray together. 
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2) Classroom observation 2 
The research on Monday, April 24
th
 2017, the teacher  applied three 
steps to teach reading comprehension process such as: the opening, study 
session, and closing. It was included the teacher’s activity to start the class 
using greeting and praying together. In the next apperception of the section, 
the teacher greeted the students by saying “good morning students? How are 
you today?” and then the students answered “Good morning mom, I am fine 
and you” and then the teacher answered “I am fine too, thanks you”, then the 
teacher read the students attendance list, and asked the students to prepare 
their books, dictionary and also their homework. This activity took 5 minutes 
for the opening class. 
The second step was learning section or explanations. The explanation 
took twenty five minutes for reading comprehension. The teacher asked the 
students about the topic. The teacher asked some questions related to the topic 
and let the students respond. The teacher reviewed the previous material about 
simple present tense, the teacher asked “contohnya apa saja?” some students 
answered “I eat breakfast every morning” another student raised his hand and 
said “I sleep every night”. The teacher directly said that the answer was 
correct, “iya benar” the teacher’s explained that the word “every morning and 
every night” indicated about habitual activity. The teacher said what they will 
learn that day “now we will study the description about a famous place of 
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interest”. Then the teacher gave an example of the material, the text entitle 
“Nusa Tenggara”. 
The teacher asked the students to open their books and asked the 
students to read every sentence in the passage. Then, the teacher asked the 
students to ask to the teacher if they had problems about vocabulary. The 
teacher asked the students to find out the meaning of difficult words by 
opening the dictionary as well. After that, the teacher read the text and the 
students listened her. Then, the teacher asked each student to read the text and 
the teacher corrected the pronunciation and grammar. 
Nusa Tenggara 
Nusa Tenggara is the name for the chain of islands which lies 
to the east of Bali. Including the island of Komodo, Lombok, Flores, 
and Timor, Nusa Tenggara spans a variety of landscapes, from tropical 
forests, high volcanic lakes and dry savannahs. The largest island are 
Lombok and Sumbawa, with hundreds of smaller islands a between. 
East Nusa Tenggara has 566 islands. The long northern arch of the 
islands chain is the result of volcanic activity, whilst the southern 
islands are formed from coral deposits. Most of the eastern islands are 
arid, due to hot winds blowing from the continent of Australia and 
sparsely vegetated. The Western half of Nusa Tenggara is moister and 
has denser vegetation. The Northern part of the chain is known for 
deep lakes contained in the craters of extinct volcanoes, the most 
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famous of which are the colored mineral lakes on Gunung Keli Mutu 
in Flores. 
In this text, the teacher explained the description of Nusa Tenggara. It 
was one example of descriptive text. After explaining the material, the teacher 
ordered the students to do the exercise for twenty minutes. She asked them to 
answer some questions that consist of retelling the text, comprehending the 
text and answered the questions related to the text. 
The third step is closing. The teacher closed the meeting in the end of 
the lesson. The teacher reviewed what was learned that day. Then, the teacher 
concluded the material. She asked again whether the students understood or 
not. “Students do you understand?”. Before closing the teaching learning 
process, the teacher asked “any question about it?”, then the teacher gave 
homework to the students. After that, the teacher said “if there is no question 
thanks for your attention” the students answered “you are welcome” the 
teacher said “let’s  pray together”. 
3) Classroom observation 3 
The research was on Monday, May 3
rd
 2017. The teacher greeted the 
students by saying “good morning students?” “How are you today?” and then 
the students answered “Good morning mom, I am fine and you?” and then the 
teacher answered “I am fine too, thank you, how many persons are absent 
today?” the students answered “3 persons” then the teacher read the students 
attendance list.  
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The teacher got something new in delivering a new material from the 
internet and distributed to the students. In teaching recount text, she made a 
small group consisted of 4 students to discuss the text about “my 
Adolescence”. Every group worked together to solve the problem in that text. 
They were asked to translate and find out the purpose, generic structure of the 
text. After that, they were asked to analyze the text that had been given by the 
teacher. Mrs. Sri discussed about recount text together with the students. The 
students presented their results of discussion. The teacher asked a question 
about their findings. When the students made something wrong, the teacher 
corrected them or gave an opportunity to other group to answer her question 
related to the text that was discussed. In the end of discussion session, the 
teacher gave a feedback to the students. 
The teacher closed the meeting in the end of the lesson. The teacher 
reviewed what was learned that day. Then, the teacher concluded the material. 
The teacher asked again whether the students understood or not. “students do 
you understand?”. Before closing the teaching learning process. The teacher 
asked “any question about it, if there is no question, thanks for your 
attention.” the students answered “you are welcome” the teacher said “let’s 
pray together”.  
The researcher found the teacher used KWL method. This data was 
taken from research on Monday, April 17
th
 2017. The researcher classify this 
method conclude; 
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1) K (what the student Know) 
In stage K on this phase, the teacher explained about the topic before 
reading. This advanced organizer provided the students with a 
background to the new material. First activity, the teacher said “what do 
you think about your mother?” and the students answered together with 
their opinion about their mothers. 
Here, the teacher gave background knowledge of the text, the teacher 
explained the descriptive text, its social function, and its generic structure. 
2) W ( what the student Want to know) 
In stage W the teacher led students to get as much information as 
possible concerning with the topic. The students and teacher read the text 
for period of the time. The material that day was about descriptive text, 
descriptive about animal, thing, and person. In that occasion, the teacher 
wanted to give a text and asked the students to read and discuss it together 
about the meaning of the text. The text was entitled “My mother”. 
The teacher asked the students to read the text. If they found some 
difficult vocabularies or found the difficult words they could find out the 
meaning in the dictionary. Which they did not comprehend about the 
meaning from the dictionary, they could ask to the teacher. After that, the 
teacher asked the students to read the text. 
In this section the students were asked to read the text entitled “My 
mother” loudly. The teacher asked four students to read in order to save 
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the time and the other students attended their friends. The students read 
loudly and the teacher corrected the pronunciation. When the students 
finished on the last sentence, they were asked the meaning of the 
sentences. After reading the text, the teacher discussed the text with the 
students. 
3) L (what the student Learn) 
The next L (what the student Learn) was related to the text from the 
teacher some of the questions or tasks that must be answered. The teacher 
wrote some questions about the previous text on the board. The responses 
from the students were good relatively. They responded with enthusiasm 
that they were active in the class. Their scores were good enough, from 
that activity for instance.   
The teacher ordered the students to make group consisted of 4 students 
to practice making a descriptive text. The teacher gave fifteen minutes to 
the students. After fifteen minutes, the teacher asked the students to 
present their results of discussion. 
Based on the interview and observation with Mrs. Sri, the researcher 
could make the conclusion of the process of teaching reading using KWL 
method. The teacher also asked about the material to the student. The 
students’ undestandings based on the material that have been learned by 
the students were asked by the teacher before they continued the teaching 
learning process. In the answer and question section, the teacher asked  
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the students about the material (descriptive). Then, the students answered 
the teacher’ question based on their knowledge. 
There were the steps of teaching learning process in the classroom 
discussed in the following section: 
1) Opening the class 
The teacher came to the class and let the students pray 
together. Then, in this apperception section, the teacher greeted the 
students by saying “good morning students? How are you today?” 
and then the students answered “Good morning mom, I am fine 
and you” and then the teacher answered “I am fine too, thank you” 
then the teacher read the students attendance list, and asked the 
students to prepare their books, dictionary and also their 
homework. This activity took 5 minutes for the opening class. 
2) Explanation 
The second step was learning section or explanation. The 
explanation took twenty five minutes for reading comprehension. 
Based on the research, such as: 
a) Pre-Reading Activity 
Pre-reading activity lasted for five minutes. The teacher 
asked the students about the topic. The teacher asked some 
questions related to the topic and let the students respond. The 
teacher reviewed the previous material about simple present 
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tense. Then, the teacher asked “contohnya simple present tense 
apa saja?” some student answered “I eat breakfast every 
morning” another student raised his hand and said “I sleep 
every night”. The teacher directly said that the answer was 
correct, “iya benar” the teacher’s explain that the word “every 
morning and every night” indicated about habitual activity. 
The teacher said what they would learn that day “now we will 
study the description about a famous place of interest”. Then 
the teacher gave some example of the material, the text entitle 
“Nusa Tenggara”. 
 
b) While-Reading Activity  
While-reading activity took fifty minutes. The teacher 
asked the students to open their books and teacher asked the 
students to read every sentence in the passage. Then, she asked 
the students to ask her if the students had a problem about 
vocabulary. The teacher asked the students to find out in 
dictionaryas well. After that, the teacher would read the text 
and the students listened her. Then, the teacher asked the 
students one by one to read the text and she would correct the 
pronunciation and grammar. 
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In this text, the teacher explained about the description 
of Nusa Tenggara. It was one example of descriptive text. The 
teacher also explained about the structure of descriptive text. 
c) Post-Reading Activity 
Post-reading activity was doing the exercise. After 
explaining the material, the teacher ordered the students to do 
the exercise for twenty minutes. She asked them to answer 
some questions that consisted of retelling of the text, 
comprehending the text and answering the questions which 
related to the text. 
3) Closing  
The third step was closing. Which the teacher closed the 
meeting in the end of the lesson. The teacher reviewed what was 
learned that day. Then, the teacher concluded the material. She 
asked again whether the students understood or not. “Students do 
you understand?”. Before closing the teaching learning process, 
the teacher asked “any question about it?” then the teacher gave 
homework to the students. After that the teacher said “if there is no 
question thanks you for your attention” the students answered “you 
are welcome”, the teacher said “let’s pray together”. 
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 In this part, the researcher also discussed the important parts in the teaching 
learning process such as: teacher’s role, student’s role and the evaluation. 
1) Teacher’s Role 
Based on the research on Monday, April 17
th
 2017, they were some 
teacher roles such as: as controller, assessor, and organizer. 
a) Teacher as controller 
As a controller, teacher helped the students to explain the 
material in order to make them understand the material given. This 
activity could be seen as the following example: in every last 
activities, the teacher always gave a feedback to the students. 
Teacher provided something which was needed in the teaching 
learning process and helped the students to understand the 
materials. 
b) Teacher as a assessor 
The teacher must be responsible to as an assessor, the teacher 
do two things that is correcting mistakes and organizing feedback. 
For example the teacher’s helped the students when they get 
difficult in talking or get lost. They also correct the students if they 
made a mistake without make the students down. It can be seen in 
Mrs. Sri class in the second research, when the students answered 
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her question and the students made wrong answer she would ask to 
the student about the other answer that might be right. 
c) Teacher as organizer 
The most important and difficult role that the teacher had to 
play was being an organizer. The teacher should have given 
instructions clearly and concisely so the students knew what to do 
and how to do. For example, when the teacher asked to the 
students to work in group consisted of 4 students and the students 
did that. 
2) The student’s role  
The eighth grade students in MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo still 
depended on the teacher’s explanation. However, they had experienced a 
variety of activities. They got a challenge to solve it and eventually they had 
to communicate with their friends like a discussion. In every English lesson, 
the students were trying to be actively involved. It could be seen when they 
answered the questions from the teacher in oral or written questions. It seemed 
that they were considered that they had to be responsible to their own process 
of learning. From the research, researcher found that the students was as well 
as communicators as listeners and as negotiators. 
The students as communicators, it means that in every teaching 
learning process they could not do everything alone. They discussed the 
material with their friends. When they found difficult questions, they often 
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discussed them together and the teacher also allowed them to discuss. For 
example, when there was a task to do, they did it in pairs, discussed the 
exercise together with his or him partner. From the statement, the researcher 
knew that the students often discussed the task with their friends, especially 
the complicated task. Students as listeners means that in teaching learning 
process the students listened to the teacher’s explanation and tried to 
understand the material. Students as negotiators, when they worked in group 
and interacted with their friends in the class. 
3) The evaluation  
This section was about 20 minutes. The students finished their short 
answer tasks. A reading passage was presented. The questions had to be 
answered with one or two sentence(s). The teacher and the students corrected 
that conversation whether their works were correct or not.  When there were 
some mistakes, the teacher and the students should have corrected them. 
Evaluating was very important, because it can make the students know clearly 
about their mistakes on their works and they also know how to correct them. 
The teacher gave the post-test after the end of the material to evaluate the 
students’ understanding. There were examples of the test: 
Read the following descriptive text about my mother, the answer the questions 
that follow! 
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My Mother 
My mother is a beautiful person. Her name is Endang Pamulatsih but I 
usually call her “Ibu”. She is not tall neither short. I think her body is perfect. 
She has curly hair and black but she wears hijab now. Her color skin is white. 
She has beautiful smile and she is 45 years old. My mother has a pointed nose 
and little eyes. 
She is very kind person, patient, and loves to help people. Her job is a 
seller, she is a busy woman but I don’t care about it, because she has full love 
to give her family. She is a very good wife and mother. She always takes care 
of her family. She likes cooking and she is a good cook. I think it’s most 
delicious dishes in the world. I like when she invited me to go to shopping. 
When other mothers who were gathered there, she never join it, because she 
doesn’t like to talk about other people. 
Match the words in group A with the ones in group B 
A B 
1. Beautiful a. Faultless  
2. Perfect  b. Nice  
3. Love  c. Tasty 
4. Good  d. Pretty  
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5. Delicious  e. Like  
In the reading test, the teacher asked the students to read the text and 
answered the questions according to the text. The teacher also had standard 
rule to score from rubic scoring. The score was not only got from the true 
answer of the test, but also from the attitude of the students during the 
teaching learning process. 
2. The Problems Faced by the Teacher in the Teaching of English to the 
eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
Based on the research on Monday, May 1
st
 2017 that have been done 
by the researcher, the researcher found the problems faced by the teacher 
in teaching English at the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo, they were:  
a. The class management 
The teacher had difficulty in managing the students in the 
class. Based on the researcher’s research, when the teacher applied 
KWL method, some students felt sleepy. Not all the students paid 
attention to the teacher when the teacher read the text and 
explained the materials in front of the class. Some students 
participated actively and the other looked sleepy or noisy. 
b.  The different capability 
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Each student had different capability in receiving the material. 
Some of the students learned the material easily and the other 
learned it with some difficulties. This situation made the teaching 
learning process did not run well. For example, when Mrs. Sri 
explained material to the students, some of the slow learners did 
not understand what the material which they got, but the other 
learners of the students could understand it well. If the slow 
learners did not ask the teacher about their difficulties, the teacher 
would not know about their problems. In the classroom, 
communication should be built so help teacher understand 
students, because some of problems occur in learning such as; the 
material cannot be reached by all student because every student 
has different capability and the teacher use same method to teach 
all of student. Actually, every student has the different capability. 
3. The Solution of the Problems Faced by the Teacher in the Teaching of 
English to the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
a. The solution about the class management 
Class management was very difficult thing in teaching learning 
process. Sometimes, students liked to speak with their friends rather 
than listened to their teacher’s explanation. Because of this matter, the 
teacher should be creative in order to attract the student attention. Here 
was the way of teacher in managing the class if the students were 
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noisy. The teacher walked around the class in order to make the 
students listen the explanation seriously. If there was a student made 
noisy, the teacher would point the students who did not pay attention 
to the teacher’s explanation and the teacher would give question about 
the material. The students must read then answered the question. 
b. The solution about the different capability 
The problem was about the students’ capabilities were different 
from each other. This is the hardest problem because it depended on 
the students’ abilities from each other. The teacher paid more attention 
to the slow learners and more often asked them to answer the 
questions or to read the text in teaching learning process. The way 
used by the teacher to solve this problems was the teacher would 
explain the material until the students understood. Then, she gave 
chance to the students to ask about the material they did not 
understand yet. The teacher asked the students to write the difficult 
words and found the meaning. The teacher also gave some exercise to 
know how far the students’ understanding of the materials. 
B. Discussion  
1. The Method of Teaching Reading Comprehension  
The English teacher in MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo used 
many methods in teaching learning process such as: ALM, CLT, CLP, 
KWL and etc. Based on the research, the method used by teacher in 
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teaching reading was KWL method. This method was more suitable in 
teaching reading of the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo. The teacher explained about the topic before reading, this 
advanced organizer provided the students with a background to the new 
material. It related with Ogle (1986) that KWL is an instructional reading 
strategy that is used to guide students through a text. Students begin by 
brainstorming everything they know about a topic. The teacher gave 
background knowledge of the text. The teacher explained descriptive text, 
its social function, and its generic structure. After  reading the text, the 
teacher discussed the text with the student. The students read a new 
material and shared in front of the class about what they had learned. 
The teacher gave a warming up to the students with question and 
answer section by giving a task to the students. Together with the students, 
they discussed about that task. When there was a problem, they tried to fix 
it together. It lined with Majid about Discussion, Killen (1998) said that 
the purposes of this method are to solve the problem, answer the question, 
transfer the knowledge and information to the students and make a 
decision. It helps be students to share about their knowledge one to other. 
After reading a text, the teacher discussed the text with the students. 
The teacher ordered the students to make group consisted of 4 students to 
practice making a descriptive text based on the picture about animals. 
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English teaching learning process in MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo, 
especially in reading comprehension adopt the theory purposed by Ogle 
(1986) KWL is aimed to be an exercise for a study group or class that can 
direct the students in reading and understanding a text. It is a great tactic 
for individual or group study. 
2.  The Problems Faced by the Teacher in the Teaching of English to the 
Eighth Grade of Mts Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo 
Based on the research on Monday, May 1
st
 2017 that have been done 
by the researcher, the researcher found the problems faced by the teacher 
in teaching English at the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo, they were:  
a. The class management 
The teacher had difficulty in managing the students in the 
class. Based on the researcher’s research, when the teacher applied 
KWL method, some students felt sleepy. Not all the students paid 
attention to the teacher when the teacher read the text and 
explained the materials in front of the class. Some students 
participated actively and the other looked sleepy or noisy, it related 
with Lieberman (2000) said that the goal of psychology should be 
to find ways to make education enjoyable and effective for all 
students. 
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b.  The different capability 
Each student had different capability in receiving the material. 
Some of the students learned the material easily and the other 
learned it with some difficulties. This situation made the teaching 
learning process did not run well. For example, when Mrs. Sri 
explained material to the students, some of the slow learners did 
not understand what the material which they got, but the other 
learners of the students could understand it well. If the slow 
learners did not ask the teacher about their difficulties, the teacher 
would not know about their problems. Consequently, the teacher 
should recognize the students well and know their capabilities by 
giving much attention to them rather than the easily learning 
students, it related with John Dewey (1916) stated that students 
were capable of learning, behaving, cooperatively, sharing with 
others and caring for one another with the teacher as a facilitator. 
 
3. The Solution of the Problems Faced by the Teacher in the Teaching of 
English to the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. 
a. The solution about the class management 
Class management was very difficult thing in teaching learning 
process. Sometimes, students liked to speak with their friends rather 
than listened to their teacher’s explanation. Because of this matter, the 
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teacher should be creative in order to attract the student attention. The 
teacher not only give stimulates but also give motivates students to 
learn, it related with Jacob Kounins (1970) stated that the mastery of 
classroom management must include the ability to teach to the 
learning style of the group instead of the individual, and organizing of 
lessons and teaching methods, the goal of classroom management is to 
create an environment which not only stimulates students learning but 
also motivates students to learn. Here was the way of teacher in 
managing the class if the students were noisy. The teacher walked 
around the class in order to make the students listen the explanation 
seriously. If there was a student made noisy, the teacher would point 
the students who did not pay attention to the teacher’s explanation and 
the teacher would give question about the material. The students must 
read then answered the question. 
b. The solution about the different capability 
The problem was about the students’ capabilities were different 
from each other. This is the hardest problem because it depended on 
the students’ abilities from each other. The teacher paid more attention 
to the slow learners and more often asked them to answer the 
questions or to read the text in teaching learning process, it related 
with Katims (1997) stated that learning strategies are techniques or 
routines that enable students to learn to solve problem and complete 
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tasks independently. The way used by the teacher to solve this 
problems was the teacher would explain the material until the students 
understood. Then, she gave chance to the students to ask about the 
material they did not understand yet, it related with Gunning (1996) 
stated that identifies predicting as a type of preparational strategy 
which involves previewing parts of the text to be read. The teacher 
asked the students to write the difficult words and found the meaning. 
The teacher also gave some exercise to know how far the students’ 
understanding of the materials.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  
A. Conclusion 
The English teacher in teaching for second grade students of MTs 
Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo used many methods in teaching learning 
process such as: ALM, CLT, CLP, KWL and etc. The method used most by 
English teacher in teaching reading is KWL method. This method was more 
suitable than the others method in teaching reading of the second grade 
students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo. The teacher gave 
background knowledge of the text. The teacher explained descriptive text, its 
social function, and its generic structure. After reading a text, the teacher 
discussed the text with the student. The students read a new material and 
shared in front of the class what they have learned. The teacher gave a 
warming up to the students with question and answer by a task that had been 
given to the students. Together with the students, they discussed about that 
task. If there were some questions from the students, they tried to answer that. 
Based on the research on Monday, May 1
st
 2017 that have been done by the 
researcher, the researcher found the problems faced by the teacher in teaching 
English at the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul Hasanah Tawangharjo, 
they were: The class management and the different capability. The teacher 
had difficulty in managing the students in the class. Based on the researcher’s 
research, when the teacher applied KWL method, some students felt sleepy. 
77 
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Not all the students paid attention to the teacher when the teacher read the text 
and explained the materials in front of the class. Some students participated 
actively and the other looked sleepy or noisy. Each student had different 
capability in receiving the material. Some of the students learned the material 
easily and the other learned it with some difficulties. This situation made the 
teaching learning process did not run well. For example, when Mrs. Sri 
explained material to the students, some of the slow learners did not 
understand what the material which they got, but the other learners of the 
students could understand it well. If the slow learners did not ask the teacher 
about their difficulties, the teacher would not know about their problems. 
Consequently, the teacher should recognize the students well and know their 
capabilities by giving much attention to them rather than the easily learning 
students. The last is about the Solution of the Problems Faced by the Teacher 
in the Teaching of English to the eighth grade of MTs Miftahul Hasanah 
Tawangharjo. Class management was very difficult thing in teaching learning 
process. Sometimes, students liked to speak with their friends rather than 
listened to their teacher’s explanation. Because of this matter, the teacher 
should be creative in order to attract the student attention. Here was the way 
of teacher in managing the class if the students were noisy. The teacher 
walked around the class in order to make the students listen the explanation 
seriously. If there was a student made noisy, the teacher would point the 
students who did not pay attention to the teacher’s explanation and the teacher 
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would give question about the material. The students must read then answered 
the question. The problem was about the students’ capabilities were different 
from each other. This is the hardest problem because it depended on the 
students’ abilities from each other. The teacher paid more attention to the slow 
learners and more often asked them to answer the questions or to read the text 
in teaching learning process. The way used by the teacher to solve this 
problems was the teacher would explain the material until the students 
understood. Then, she gave chance to the students to ask about the material 
they did not understand yet. The teacher asked the students to write the 
difficult words and found the meaning. The teacher also gave some exercise to 
know how far the students’ understanding of the materials. 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the result of the research and the conclusion of English 
teaching learning process at the eighth grade students of MTs Miftahul 
Hasanah Tawangharjo, the researcher is going to present the suggestion to the 
teacher and other researcher to deal with teaching learning process of reading 
comprehension.  
1. For the teacher of the Reading class 
a. The teacher should get the students’ attention in order to make the 
students get the material deeply sometimes. The teacher can use 
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Teams Games Tournament (TGT) to be applied to the students for 
having their attentions. 
b. The teacher of reading should give the material in a series to make the 
students study the reading text from the basic easily. 
c. The teacher should give more motivation to the students in order to 
improve the students’ motivation to try reading a text loudly although 
it cannot be same with the master of reader. 
2. For the students 
a. The students must prepare the material first before they join the 
reading class. 
b. The students have to do more practice in reading the book in order to 
read well in English. 
c. The students must give attention to the teacher when teacher give 
some examples of reading book. 
3. For the other researcher 
The study was about teaching learning process on reading class. It is 
expected for the other researcher that the result of this study can be used 
as additional reference for the next research. The researcher realized that 
this research paper is not perfect. There was still more weakness dealing 
with the theory or method because of the limited skill of the researcher. 
The other researcher perhaps could develop this research with their own 
material and other method which are suitable for students in order to give 
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new dimension in world of education. However, the writer was sure that 
this research can be used as starting to investigate the topic more 
completely and comprehensively.   
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